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Introduction
The earliest versions of quantum mechanics were formulated in the first decade of the 20th century 
following  about  the  same  time  the  basic  discoveries  of  physics  as  the atomic  theory and  the 
corpuscular  theory  of  light that  was  basically  updated  by  Einstein.   Early  quantum theory was 
significantly reformulated in the mid-1920s by Werner Heisenberg, Max Born and Pascual Jordan, 
who  created matrix  mechanics, Louis  de  Broglie and Erwin  Schrodinger  who  introduced  wave 
mechanics,  and Wolfgang  Pauli and Satyendra  Nath  Bose who  introduced  the  statistics  of 
subatomic  particles.  Finally,  the Copenhagen  interpretation became  widely  accepted  but  with 
profound  reservations  of  some  distinguished  scientists  and,  in  particular,  A.  Einstein  who 
prospected the general and alternative  view point of the hidden variables, originating a large debate 
about  the  conceptual  foundations  of  the  theory  that  has  received  in  the  past  years  renewed 
strengthening with Bell theorem [1], and  still continues in the present days.  By 1930, quantum 
mechanics was further unified and formalized by the work of David Hilbert, Paul Dirac and John 
von Neumann, [16] with a greater emphasis placed on measurement  in quantum mechanics,  the 
nature of reality and of its knowledge, involving the debate also a large body of epistemological and 
philosophical  interest.  Another  feature  that  has  always  characterized  the  debate  on  quantum 
mechanics has been that one to identify what is the best mathematics that we should use in order to 
prospect quantum reality.
Conventionally  formulated  quantum  mechanics  starts  always  with  the  combined  standard 
mathematical, well known, description from one hand and the use of classical physical analogies on 
the other hand.
Our position is that by this way we risk to negate the fundamental  nature of quantum  reality that is  
fixed on some basic and unclassical features. They are   the integer quanta, the non commutation,  
the intrinsic-irreducible intedeterminism and quantum interference. It is possible to demonstrate that 
quantization, non commutation, intrinsic and irreducible indetermination, and quantum interference 
may be also obtained in a rough scheme   due to the outset of the basic axioms of Clifford algebra.
First, let us follow the illuminating thinking of P. Dirac.
As  previously  said,  P.A.  M.  Dirac  contributed  at  the  highest  level  to  the  final  formulation  of 
quantum mechanics. In his “The Development of Quantum Theory” [11] and “History of Twentieth 
Century Physics” [10], he wrote:
“I saw that non commutation was really the dominant characteristic of Heisenberg’s new theory. It 
was really more important than Heisenberg’s idea of building up the theory in terms of quantities 
closely  connected  with  experimental  results.  So  I  was  led  to  concentrate  on  the  idea  of  non 
commutation. I was dealing with these new variables, the quantum variables, and they seemed to be 
some very mysterious physical quantities and I invented a new word to describe them. I called them 
q-numbers  and  the  ordinary  variables  of  mathematics  I  called  c-numbers  to  distinguish 
them….Then I proceed to build up a theory of these q-numbers. Now, I did not know anything 
about the real nature of these q-numbers. Heisenberg’s matrices, I thought, were just an example of 
q-numbers,  may  be  q-numbers  were  really  something  more  general.  All  that  I  knew about  q-
numbers was that they obeyed an algebra satisfying the ordinary axioms except for the commutative 
axiom of multiplication. I did not bother at all about finding a precise mathematical nature of q-
numbers”.
Our approach may be reassumed as it follows.
Initiating  with 2010 [3-4]  we started giving proof of two existing Clifford algebras, the iS  that has 
isomorphism with that one of Pauli matrices and the 1,±iN  where iN  stands for the dihedral Clifford 
algebra.
The salient feature is that we showed that the 1,±iN  may be obtained from the  iS  algebra when we 
attribute a numerical value (+1 or −1) to one of the basic elements ( 321 ,, eee ) of the iS . We utilized 
such result to advance a criterium under which the  iS  algebra has as counterpart the description of 
quantum systems that in standard quantum mechanics are considered in absence of observation and 
quantum measurement while the 1,±iN  attend when a quantum measurement is performed on such 
system with advent of wave function collapse.
The physical content of the criterium is that the quantum measurement and wave function collapse 
induce the passage in the considered quantum system from the iS  to 1,+iN or to the 1,−iN  algebras, 
where each algebra has of course its proper rules of commutation. On this basis we re-examined the 
von Neumann  postulate  on  quantum measurement,  and we gave  a  proper  justification  of  such 
postulate by using the iS . algebra. We also studied some direct applications of the above mentioned 
criterium to some cases of interest in standard quantum mechanics, analyzing in particular a two 
state quantum system, the case of time dependent interaction of such system with a measuring 
apparatus and finally the case of a quantum system plus measuring apparatus developed at the order 
n  =  4 of  the  considered  Clifford algebras  and of  the  corresponding density  matrix  in  standard 
quantum mechanics. In each of such cases examined, we found that the passage from the algebra iS  
to 1,+iN , considered during the quantum measurement of the system, actually describes the collapse 
of  the  wave  function.  Therefore  we  concluded  that  the  actual  quantum  measurement  has  as 
counterpart  in the Clifford algebraic  description,  the passage from the  iS  to the  1,±iN  Clifford 
algebras, reaching in this manner the objective to reformulate von Neumann postulate on quantum 
measurement  and proposing  a  self-consistent  formulation  of  quantum theory.  We reached  also 
another objective.  The combined use of the  iS  Clifford algebra and the  1,±iN  dihedral Clifford 
algebra,  also accomplishes  to  another  basic  requirement  that  the advent  of  quantum mechanics 
strongly outlined. Heisenberg initial view point was to modify substantially our manner to look at 
the reality. He replaced numbers by actions as also outlined by Stapp [19]; a number represents the 
manner in which the dynamics of a given object has happened. Heisenberg replaced such standard 
view point requiring instead that we have to explicit the mathematical action (let us remember that 
the notion of operator will be subsequently adopted),  and this action becomes the mathematical 
counterpart  of  the  physical  corresponding  action  whose  outcome  will  give  a  number  as  final 
determination. Such double features of standard quantum mechanics represent of course a basic and 
conceptually  profound  innovation  in  our  manner  to  conceive  reality  and  the  methodology  to 
investigate it. It is clearly synthesized in our Clifford algebraic formulation by using from one hand 
the Clifford iS   and, as counterpart, the 1,±iN  dihedral Clifford algebra.
Generally  speaking,  our  general  position  is  that  quantization,  non  commutation,  intrinsic- 
irreducible indetermination  and quantum variables as new “mysterious physical quantities”, also if 
in a rough scheme, may be  actually described and  due to the outset of the basic axioms of Clifford 
algebra. This is the reason because we started in 1972 to attempt to formulate a bare bone skeleton 
of quantum mechanics by using Clifford algebra and on this basis we have obtained also some other 
interesting results. Rather recently,  as example,  we have obtained a very interesting feature that 
could be related to quantum reality. It is well known that J. von Neumann [16] constructed a matrix 
logic on the basis of quantum mechanics. In [5-6-7] we inverted the demonstration, we showed that  
quantum mechanics may be constructed from logic. This feature may represent a turning point. In 
fact, the evidence is that we have indication about the logical origin of quantum mechanics and by 
this way we are induced to conclude that quantum reality has intrinsically a new feature that we are 
not  accustomed  to  attribute  to  it.  Quantum  reality  starts  admitting  a  role  for  logic,  thus  for 
cognition, language, semantic not in a foreseen sense. There is a principle in quantum reality that 
we are addressed to evidence in the following manner: there are stages of our reality (those engaged 
from quantum theory, precisely) in which matter no more may be conceived by itself, it no more 
may be conceived independently from the cognition that we have about it. This is a new viewpoint 
that involves mind like entities, modulating matter with cognition ab initio in our quantum reality. 
Therefore it opens a new way to acknowledge a role of quantum mechanics in cognitive sciences 
[8-9]
In previous papers we have investigated such our approach considering indeterminism and quantum 
interference The aim of the present paper is to add here new results to such thesis. We select to 
consider here the problem of the quantization.
2. Theoretical Elaboration
Our basic statement is that quantum reality has its peculiar features. 
Instead  conventionally  formulated  quantum  mechanics  starts  always  with  the  use  of  classical 
analogies.  Our  approach  is  different.  Our  thesis  is  that  by  this  way  we  risk  to  negate  the 
fundamental nature of quantum reality that is fixed on three basic and unclassical features. They are 
the integer quanta, the non commutation, and the intrinsic-irreducible intedeterminism and quantum 
interference. 
Quantization, non commutation and intrinsic and irreducible indetermination are actually evidenced 
by using the outset of the basic axioms of Clifford algebra. We have previously mentioned that, by 
using  such  algebraic  elaboration,  we  realized  a  bare  bone  skeleton  of  quantum  mechanics 
formulating  in  particular  about  the intrinsic  – irreducible  indetermination  shown from quantum 
reality and the relevant role of non commutation and quantum interference. We will not consider 
here further on such statements since they were discussed in detail by us previously [8-9].  
Previously we did not consider the question of the integer quanta and we attempt to derive here a 
detailed exposition.
Let us sketch the problem remembering that in quantum mechanics some physical quantities may be 
expressed in the following manner 
,....),,,( cbaNfA =     (2.1)
where ,.....,, cba  may be constants and N  assumes only discrete, integer values ,.......5,4,3,2,1,0  .
N  may be conceived to be the following Clifford member of the  )( iSA  algebra that  we have 
discussed elsewhere [3,4]
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where nq are specific Clifford members having some specific properties.
Let us consider the case 1,0=n .
In this case N is given in the following manner
><+><= 10 10 qqN    (2.3)
where 0q  and 1q  are the following idempotents in iS
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Let us write the mean value of 3e . It is 
)1()1()1()1(3 −−+++=>< ppe   (2.6)
being )1(+p  and )1(−p  the corresponding probabilities for the abstract entity 3e to assume or the 
numerical value )1(+  or the numerical value ).1(−
let us admit now that 3e  is a cognitive entity. Of course we know that, according to von Neumann 
[16], density operators as well a correspondingly,  idempotent elements may be considered logic 
statements. 
Let us admit that the cognitive entity, represented by 3e  is in the condition of absolute certainty that 
the represented system S to which N is connected, has the value )1(+ . This means in the (2.6) that 
1)1( =+p  and  0)1( =−p . Consequently  N  will be characterized from the discrete integer value 
0=n . In the other possible case, N  will be characterized from the discrete integer value 1=n .
Speaking in general quantum terms, the question of interest is the immediate connection that we 
establish between the integer quantized condition of the physical observable that we have identified 
containing  N  and the cognitive task that must be performed. In order to ascertain the quantized 
integer value of N , a cognitive task must be performed in the sense that a semantic act is here 
clearly involved. Of course Orlov [17] was the first to identify 3e  as the basic and universal logic 
operator. 
The relation of 3e with the basic wave function of quantum mechanics is of course established.
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being 1ψ  and 2ψ  corresponding selected kets  in the proper Hilbert space.
In conclusion we have given proof of a necessary and sufficient link existing between N and 3e .
We should write 
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Let us examine what it happens in the case in which we  consider N  assuming four possible integer 
values.
In this  case we need a Clifford algebraic  structure given at  the order  4=n .  The four possible 
combinations of the basic primitive idempotent elements are 
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Note that in this case we invoke the basic and universal logic operators ( 03E  and  30E ) and the 
coupling (conjunction)  0330300333 EEEEE == . Obviously, also the relations like the (2.10) hold in 
this extended case.
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Let us apply now the previous criterium ( 1,, ±ii NS  ) that we considered previously.
Let us write the mean values of 03E  and of 30E  and 33E . It is 
)1()1()1()1(03 −−+++=>< ppE  ;    (2.13)
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being )1(+p  and  )1(−p  the corresponding probabilities for the abstract entities to assume or the 
numerical value )1(+  or the numerical value ).1(−
Let  us  admit  now that  03E , 30E ,  33E  are  cognitive  entities.  As previously said,  we know that, 
according to von Neumann [16], density operators as well a correspondingly, idempotent elements 
may be considered logic statements. 
Let us admit that the cognitive entity, represented by 03E  is in the condition of absolute certainty 
that the represented system S to which N is connected, has the value )1(+ . This means in the (2.6) 
that 1)1( =+p  and 0)1( =−p . The same reasoning may be developed for 30E , and for 33E .
It  results  evident  that by moving in this  direction we are obtaining indication of a new arising 
scheme of reality. It seems that in substance the cognitive entities that we invoke here relate the  
same concept of existence. Is this existing condition of reality actually existing? The concept of 
Existence  becomes  here itself  a  variable  that  assumes  therefore two possible  values,  indicating 
yes/not  cognitive  condition.  Existence  and  cognition  result  therefore  profoundly  linked  in  the 
scheme of reality that we are delineating. The conceptual indication that we suggest here is that in 
the basic foundation of our reality ab initio there are elements of existence defined, not in terms of 
some hazy metaphysical concept of existence, but in the sense that existence, related to cognition, 
is represented by abstract entities of the Clifford algebra, and   that contains only two possibilities: 
existence or non-existence. A pure dichotomic variable structured in the inner architecture of our 
reality. Of course consciousness is awareness and knowledge about something existing. Certainly 
we have factors of scale so that a microstructure of our reality employs a limited number of abstract  
entities and a mechanism of amplification at a macrostructural level must be expected in order to 
account for awareness as it is usually intended at the level of human cognition, but it is clear that in 
any case we are speaking about a dynamics that starts as intrinsically conceived in the scheme of 
our reality from its starting ab initio. The idea of course is not new here. We think as example to  
Eddington [12] and to D.J. Bohm, P.G. Davies, H.J.  Hiley [2]. Eddington in 1946 argued that  
within a  purely algebraic  approach,  which he regarded as  providing a  structural  description  of 
physics, there are elements of existence defined, not in terms of some hazy metaphysical concept of 
existence,  but  in  the  sense  that  existence  is  represented  by  a  symbol  that  contains  only  two 
possibilities: existence or non-existence. Just as in our treatment by using Clifford algebra, these 
authors assumed that the structural concept of existence is represented by an idempotent of some 
appropriate algebra and satisfying the conditions given by us in the (2.10) or in the (2.12).
Let us admit now that 
103 +>−E , 130 +>−E  we have in the (2.2) 1> =< oq , 0321 > => = <> = << qqq  (2.16)
and the first integer value is obtained.
If instead the cognitive performance ascertains that
103 −>−E , 130 −>−E  we have in the (2.2) 13 > =< q , 0021 > => = <> = << qqq   (2.17)
and the second integer is obtained.
In the case in which 
103 +>−E , 130 −>−E  we have in the (2.2) 12 > =< q , 0031 > => = <> = << qqq   (2.18)
and the third integer is obtained 
Finally, with
103 −>−E , 130 +>−E  we have in the (2.2) 11 > =< q , 0032 > => = <> = << qqq   (2.19)
and the fourth integer is obtained.
Obviously the case of three integer is trivial and will not be discussed here.
The case 8=n  proceeds in the same manner.
We need Clifford algebraic elements in )( iSA :
333330303033300030003 ,,,,,, EEEEEEE      (2.20)
We may be sure that our Clifford algebraic structure at the order n= 8 will be 
( ),, 003002001 EEE , ),,( 030020010 EEE , ),,( 300200100 EEE   (2.21)
and related sets providing coupling.
In this case they give origin to the following basic Clifford elements
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Note the particular alternation in the signs of the idempotent elements arising for each  iq  with 
.7...,1,0=i
We have (+,+,+),(-,+,+),(+,-,+),(-,-,+),(+,+,-),(-,+-),(+,-,-),(-,-,-). A combination of all the possible 
alternatives: a clear semantic message is contained and it is intrinsic to the inner structure of such 
arising integer quanta mechanism. 
Obviously all such iq satisfy the required rules given in the (2.12).
For 1003 +>−E , 1030 +>−E , 1300 +>−E  , we have 0,1 76543210 ======== qqqqqqqq  (2.30)
and the first integer value is obtained.
For 1003 +>−E , 1030 +>−E , 1300 +>−E  , we have 0,1 76543210 ======== qqqqqqqq (2.31)
and the first integer value is obtained.
For 1003 −>−E , 1030 +>−E , 1300 +>−E , we have 0,1 76543201 ======== qqqqqqqq  (2.32)
and the second integer value is obtained.
For 1003 +>−E , 1030 −>−E , 1300 +>−E , we have 0,1 76543012 ======== qqqqqqqq  (2.33)
and the third integer value is obtained.
For 1003 −>−E , 1030 −>−E , 1300 +>−E , we have 0,1 76540213 ======== qqqqqqqq  (2.34)
and the fourth integer value is obtained.
For 1003 +>−E , 1030 +>−E , 1300 −>−E  , we have 0,1 76503214 ======== qqqqqqqq (2.35)
and the fifth integer value is obtained.
For 1003 −>−E , 1030 +>−E , 1300 −>−E  , we have 0,1 76043215 ======== qqqqqqqq (2.36)
and the sixth integer value is obtained.
For 1003 +>−E , 1030 −>−E , 1300 −>−E  , we have 0,1 70543216 ======== qqqqqqqq (2.37)
and the seventh integer value is obtained.
For 1003 −>−E , 1030 −>−E , 1300 −>−E  , we have 0,1 06543217 ======== qqqqqqqq (2.38)
and the eighth  integer value is obtained.
Corresponding to each value there is a clear condition of semantic awareness that is intrinsically 
linked.
We may now take a further step on. 
It is well known that the Clifford )( iSA , in addition to admits idempotent, also contains nilpotent.
Generally speaking, it is known that an element x of a ring R is called nilpotent if there exists some 
positive integer n such that xn = 0.
Previously we have considered   two idempotent in iS  written as 2/)1( 3e+  and ( 2/)1 3e− . In the 
same algebra two nilpotent can be written as ( 2/)21 iee +  and ( 2/)21 iee − This is at the order 2=n
but we may easily generalize them at higher orders.
The important thing is to observe here that the two nilpotent elements may be rewritten linked to 
idempotent :
2/)1(2/)( 3121 eeiee −=+
( 2/)1(2/)( 3121 eeiee +=−     (2.39)
where  we  have  used  the  Clifford  representation  of  the  imaginary  unity  321 eeei = .
These nilpotent elements are the same as the idempotent elements multiplied by 1e . 
Still it is instructive to observe that 
2/)1(2/)1( 1331 eeee +=−  ; 2/)1(2/)1( 1331 eeee −=+   (2.40)
and 
[ ] [ ]2/)1(2/)1(2/)1( 31331 eeeee −+=−   ; [ ] [ ]2/)1(2/)1(2/)1( 31331 eeeee +−=+  (2.41).
What is the reason to have introduced here the notion of nilpotent that of course is well known in  
Clifford algebra. The reason is that on the basis of the previously discussed link existing in our view 
point between idempotent elements, logic, semantic,  information, and cognitive abstract entities, 
also on the other hand the existing link between idempotent and nilpotent elements, must be defined 
also under the profile of the logic,  semantic,  information,  and cognition delineating what is the 
meaning of nilpotent. In our view point, the condition that there exists some positive integer n such 
that  xn = 0 , under the logic, semantic, and cognitive profile, means that at this order n we reach an 
absurdum that our reality cannot admit.
Let us consider now the following two basic nilpotent elements 
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the order 2=n  in our case).  (2.42)
a is some prefixed real constant.
Note that, in spite of  being 0=nnSR  (absurdum) ( 2=n  in the present case),
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an idempotent element is instead  obtained promptly at the order 1=n  . 
Let us admit to construct now some variables starting with R and S . In detail, let us introduce the 
variables Q  and P  (Clifford algebraic elements) in the following manner
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SRbP −=    with b some given real constant.  (2.44)
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Let us now examine 022 =SR . It is 
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Let us write it explicitly. We obtain that
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Two important results.
The first is that 0=nnSR  ( )2=n , starting with nilpotent elements for R and S , have been reduced 
again to idempotent elements (logic statements). The second is that we have obtained a tautology. 
The  (2.47)  is  always  true  in  itself,  when we  consider  13 +>−e  as  well  as  when  we consider 
13 −>−e .
The procedure is now well fixed. We may proceed discussing the case at the order 4=n .
We know by now the basic sets of Clifford elements that we have to recall (see the (2.20)) and in  
this case we have 
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and the argument  proceeds as in the previous case,  this  time at  order ( )4=n  and thus having 
0=nnSR ; 011 ≠−− nn SR  with ( )4=n .
In  each  case  nilpotent  elements  are  finally  reduced  to  idempotent  elements  indicating  logical 
statements.
What is then the interesting feature of the procedure that we have here developed. It is not only in 
the matter to have used pure Clifford members and to have discussed about their logic, and thus 
semantic, cognitive feature. The substantial result is that such cognitive features are linked to matter 
as it is in the thesis of our papers. In fact let us take 
212 /
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ω
  in the starting (2.42) and 
2
ωimb =
in the starting (2.44). Consider the Clifford elements  Q  and  P  to represent the position and the 
momentum of a particle signed by the Hamiltonian 
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We  are  examining  now  the  well  known  case  of  the  harmonic  oscillator  in  standard  quantum 
mechanics.
As it is well known, the quantized oscillator energy is given by 
)
2
1( += NE ω .      (2.51)
In this case it results 
RSmN
2
ω
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and the quantized levels are obtained from the (2.46) at order ( ).2=n  The following energy levels 
are obtained at the order (n=4) , (n=8) , and so on. 
We have in this case a direct connection between logic statements, semantics, cognition from one 
hand and a material object as a quantum harmonic oscillator on the other hand. Of course, we have 
to outline here the basic conceptual foundation that the harmonic oscillator develops in the whole 
profile  of  quantum  mechanics  starting  with  the  original  and  initial  results  of  Heisenberg  and 
arriving also to  the most  recent  applications  of the harmonic  oscillators  in  the current  days  of 
application of quantum mechanics.
The same results may be obtained if we study quantization of orbital angular momentum or the 
hydrogen atom.
Relating orbital angular momentum, it is well known that 
23321 PQPQL −= ; 31132 PQPQL −= ; 12213 PQPQL −= ;      (2.53)
with
kijji LiLLLL =− ; ;3,2,1=i 3,2,1=j ; 3,2,1=k ; kji ≠≠ .   (2.54)
At  just  derived  previously,  at  the  order 2=n ,  we  have  the  basic  Clifford  elements  previously 
discussed for quantization
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1
21 ieeJ +=+ ;  )(2
1
21 ieeJ −=− ; 32
1 eJ z = ; 0
2
4
3 eJ =     (2.55)
All the usual commutation relations of standard quantum mechanics are verified.
At the order 4=n , we have 
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201002010201 iEEiEEiEE −++−= .   (2.57)
Again  we  have  obtained  the  basic  result.  +J  and  −J  contain  idempotent  elements  that  are 
expression of logic statement. In fact we have that 
=+J )1()1(2
1)1(
2
3
301003010301 EEEEEE −++−=
;   (2.58)
−
J = )1()1(
2
1)1(
2
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301003010301 EEEEEE +−++ .    (2.59)
Our basic objective is reached also in this case.
Of course, the procedure of quantization is obtained following the same procedure outlined in the 
case of the harmonic oscillator using nilpotent elements that finally result expressed by idempotent 
elements and thus logical statements.
At the order 2=n as well as at the order 4=n  we obtain  the basic relation
011 == +
−
+
+
nn JJ  and 0,0 ≠≠
−+
nn JJ       (2.60)
that gives origin to the quantization.
We have that 
yx iJJJ +=+  ;  yx iJJJ −=− ;     (2.61)
;
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2
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2002100101 EEEEEJ x ++=     (2.62)
1002200102 2
1
2
1
2
3 EEEEEJ y −+= ;       (2.63)
30032
1 EEJ z += ;    (2.64)
with
yxzzx iJJJJJ =− ; xyzzy iJJJJJ =− ; zxyyx iJJJJJ =− ;   (2.65)
Note that we have 
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5 EEJ y −−=   ; 33
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5 EJ z += ; 4
152222
=++= zyx JJJJ (2.66)
When passing In the Clifford algebra 1,±iN , we have that for 13003 ±== EE , 133 +=E , it is 
2/3=zJ  or 2/3− .
For 103 ±=E , 130 =E ;  133 −=E ,
2/1−=zJ  or 2/1+
zJ  may  assume one of  the  following  numbers  :  jjj ,,....,1, +−−  for  2/3=j .  2J assumes  the 
possible values ).1( +jj
As required in our formulation we have that
011 == −++
n
n
n JJ ; 0≠+
nJ ; 0≠
−
nJ    (2.67)
Therefore our basic formulation fixed on nilpotent and idempotent Clifford algebraic elements is 
again recalled.
It remains only a feature that needs to be explained. When considering zyx JJJ ,, ,  as said in the 
(2.65), we obtain 
yxzzx iJJJJJ =− ; xyzzy iJJJJJ =− ; zxyyx iJJJJJ =−    (2.68)
that do not correspond to the standard basic Clifford algebra )( iSA  where in fact we have that 
[ ] kijkji eiee ε2, =
being the difference by a factor 2 .
We gave detailed proof on the existence of the )( iSA . The new algebra connected to the (2.68) may 
be demonstrated following the same procedure (see the [3,4]) and obtaining in this case the new 
basic elements 
ii ee 2
1
=
 ;  
4
12
3
2
2
2
1 === eee
 ;  kijji e
ieeee 
2
=−=  and  cyclic  permutation  of  ( ),, kji ,   (2.69) 
.3,2,1;3,2,1;3,2,1 === kji
Idempotent elements become in this case


 ± ieˆ2
1
.
We may now pass to explore the quantization of the energy levels for the hydrogen atom.
The history of the first elaboration of quantum mechanics, relating in particular the study of the 
hydrogen atom, is well known.
The theory of Fourier and the correspondence principle of Bohr played a vital role in Heisenberg’s 
development  of  quantum  mechanics.  In  essence,  Heisenberg  replaced  the  Fourier  series  by  a 
‘‘Fourier  table’’.  In  his  classic  paper,  each  quantum  formula  was  carefully  crafted  from  the 
corresponding classical formula [15]. For Heisenberg, the problem with classical mechanics was not 
the dynamics, but the kinematics. According to Heisenberg, the equations of quantum mechanics 
are relations between observable quantities such as the spectral frequencies and intensities, and not 
the  mechanical  properties  of  the  electron  motion  such  as  the  position  and  period.  Instead  of 
representing x(t) by a sum of Fourier harmonics,
...........)3exp()2exp()exp( 321 +++ tictictic ωωω      (2.70)
following the basic indications of Born, Pauli  and Jordan,  the dynamical variable  x  was finally 
represented by a matrix of Heisenberg harmonics,
................)exp()exp()exp()exp(
..............)exp()exp()exp()exp(
...............)exp()exp()exp()exp(
...............)exp()exp()exp()exp(
4444434342424141
3434333332323131
2424232322222121
1414131312121111
tictictictic
tictictictic
tictictictic
tictictictic
ωωωω
ωωωω
ωωωω
ωωωω
          (2.71)
   ……………..    …………        ……………     ……………     …………
   …………….     ………….       …………….    ……………     ………….   
The Heisenberg harmonic, )exp( ticx nmnmnm ω= , is associated with the transition mn >−  while the 
transition amplitude nmc  provides a measure of the intensity of the light and the transition frequency 
nmω equals the light frequency. In particular, the Heisenberg harmonic nmx  uniquely determines the 
transition  probability  nmA  and  the  Power  nmP  so  that  a  net  connection  between  the  quantum 
mechanical  motion  of  the  electron  )(txnm  (the  state  of  the  electron)  and  the  spectroscopic 
observable nmP   is strongly established:
2
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32
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nm
nm xc
eA
pi ε
ω
=    and   
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3
0
32
3 nm
nm
nm xc
eP
pi ε
ω
=   .      (2.72)
Among the key equations of Heisenberg’s famous paper that  started modern mechanics were a 
multiplication rule for quantum-theoretical quantities and a quantum condition that was identical 
with  the  Thomas-Kuhn sum rule.  Within  a  few weeks  after  reading Heisenberg’s  paper,  Born 
interpreted the multiplication rule as the rule for matrix multiplication and the quantum condition as 
the statement that each of the diagonal elements of the matrix  XPPX −  is equal to  i [15]. The 
reader should well take in mind that Clifford abstract entities should not be confused with matrices 
since  by  this  way  we  have  only  their  isomorphic  representation,  however  the  initial  Born 
interpretation represents the initial step to conceive a bare bone skeleton of quantum mechanics 
realized  by  Clifford  algebra.  The  further  step,  realized  by  Pauli  [18],  was  the  analysis  of  the 
Hydrogen atom by Pauli by using the well known Lorentz-Runge Lentz vector.[13 -14] 
In substance he used three matrices 
A1 = [ ]1 122 2 3 3 2 3 2 2 3 1
1
mZe
L P P L L P P L Q R+ − − + −
A2 = [ ]1 122 3 1 1 3 1 3 3 1 2
1
mZe
L P P L L P P L Q R+ − − + −               (2.73)
A3 = [ ]1 122 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 3
1
mZe
L P P L L P P L Q R+ − − + −
with
R2 = Q Q Q1
2
2
2
3
2+ +      (2.74)
They satisfy the following basic properties:
L1A1 + L2A2 + L3A3 = 0
and 
( )223222142232221 21 +++=−++ LLLEemZAAA (2.75)
where it results that 
E=H = ( ) 122322212
1
−
−++ RZePPP
m
                          (2.76)
It is trivial to acknowledge the basic meaning of E .
Still we find that the following relations hold.
[Ai, H] = 0 ;[Ai, Li] = 0 ; L1A2 - A2 L1 = i  A3 ; L2A1 - A1 L2 = - i  A3   ; L2A3 - A3 L2 = i  A1 ; 
L3A2 - A2 L3 = - i  A1 ; L3A1 - A1 L3 = i  A2 ; L1A3 - A3 L1 = - i  A2                                                   (2.77)
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2 4
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2 4
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HL1 ; A3 A1 - A1 A3= - i
2
2 4

mZ e
HL2
Let us attempt to write Clifford basic elements in )( iSA .
Consider the following elements 
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We will obtain that 
L1 K1 + L2 K2 + L3 K3 = 0  ; K K K
mZ e L L L1
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and finally it results that
K1 K2 - K2 K1 =  i  L3  ; K2 K3 - K3 K2 =  i  L1  ; K3 K1 - K1 K3 =  i  L2       (2.79)
Let us introduce still the following basic elements 
M1= 
1
2
 (L1 + K1) ; N1= 
1
2
 (L1 - K1) ; M2= 
1
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 (L2 + K2) ; N2= 
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1
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1
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We have that
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2 0+ + − − − =                    (2.80)
The second important property is that 
( ) ( )2 112 22 32 12 22 32 2 12 22 32 12 22 32M M M N N N L L L K K K+ + + + + = + + + + +  =  -1 - mZ e
2 4
22 ε
 (2.81)
The basic property that we need to be sure to be in the Clifford algebraic structure  iS  is that we 
now have 
M1 M2 - M2 M1 = i M3 ; N1 N2 - N2 N1 = i N3 ;
M2 M3 - M3 M2 = i M1 ; N2 N3 - N3 N2 = i N1 ;             (2.82)
M3 M1 - M1 M3 = i M2 ; N3 N1 - N1 N3 = i N2       (2.83)
as we obtained previously in (2.68) and in (2.69).
We have now given proof that we are in iS .
We have 
M M M N N N1
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2+ + = + +      (2.84)
and
M M M M2 1
2
2
2
3
2
= + + .                       (2.85)
We may again realize the Clifford algebraic elements
M+ = M1+ i M2, and M- = M1- i M2,       (2.86)
and
M+ M- = M iM M iM M M M M M1
2
1 2 2 1 2
2 2
3
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3− + + = − −
and           (2.87)
M- M+ = M iM M iM M M M M M1
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1 2 2 1 2
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3
2
3+ − + = − −
with
M3 (M1+ i M2) - (M1+ i M2) M3 = M+     ;    M3 (M1- i M2) - (M1- i M2) M3 = - M-        (2.88)   
Since we have found that
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under the condition E  < 0, we write that
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emZ
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or
-
E
emZ
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42
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= 1 + 4 j (j + 1) = n2             (2.91)
with n = 2j +1.
In conclusion, we have that
22
42
2 n
emZE −=   ; n= 1, 2, 3             (2.92)
that is just the usual formula of the energy levels for the hydrogen atom as it is obtained in the 
standard case of the usual quantum mechanics.
It is instructive to observe that the (2.92) arises from the (2.89) that we have obtained by using the  
(2.82), the (2.83), and, in particular the (2.88). Again idempotent elements are contained in such 
basic formulation since,  looking at  the new basic Clifford scheme given in the (2.69) we have 
expressions as 
)
2
1(2 3121 MMiMM −=+     and   )2
1(2 3121 MMiMM +=−    (2.93)
where 
32
1 M−     and   32
1 M+     (2.94)
are still idempotent elements according to the (2.69).
3. Conclusions
The conclusion seems thus unquestionable. 
We have derived quantization as general approach to quantum systems. After we have discussed the 
general case of the classical quantum harmonic oscillator. Soon after we have also discussed the 
case of the angular momentum. Subsequently we have given a rapid look at the initial quantization 
procedure as it was formulated initially by Heisenberg, Born, Pauli, Jordan. Still, using the Lorentz-
Runge Lentz vector that of course was used also by Pauli,  we have performed  the analysis  of 
hydrogen atom energy levels. According to standard formulation of quantum mechanics, we have 
covered a rather large spectrum of interest in this discipline. Always we have found the same result.  
Idempotent elements are involved. Since, as previously said, idempotent elements are representative 
of logical statements and thus of cognition and semantics, we conclude that in the basic foundation 
of our quantized basic reality ab initio there are elements of existence defined, not in terms of some 
hazy metaphysical concept of existence, but in the sense that existence, related to the cognitive act, 
is represented by abstract entities of the Clifford algebra, and it contains only two possibilities: 
existence or non-existence. A pure dichotomic cognitive variable structured ab initio in the inner 
architecture of our reality.  There is ab initio in quantum reality a variable, we could call it “the 
factor of knowledge and existence” that travels with more traditional physical variables that identify 
matter  per  se  and that  we are accustomed to use in the traditional  approach to  reality  that  we 
formulate in classical physics. There are stages of our reality in which we no more may separate 
matter per se from the cognition and the principle of existence that we have to attribute to it.
There is still a question that remains to be explained in such novel scheme of quantum reality that 
we delineate.
Where is that quantum mechanics prospects so innovative peculiarities that of course are totally 
missing in traditional classical physics?
Let us take a step back. J. von Neumann [16] showed that projection operators Λ , satisfying as it is 
well  known  that  0)1( =−ΛΛ ,  and  quantum  density  matrices  can  be  interpreted  as  logical 
statements.
Let us consider a quantum system S  and its quantum observable K .  k  is a state vector for the 
quantum state in which the observable K  is equal to k . The density matrix kΛ with 
kkk =Λ  represents the logical statement kΛ . It says “ "kK =  . All statements corresponding to 
mutually commutative observables, constitute a classical logic of propositions where each statement 
or proposition is represented by its matrix.
This is of course the basic argument that was developed from Y.F Orlov just in 1993 [17]. The 
conclusion is what we have previously evidenced by using Clifford algebra.  It  is that the main 
quantum phenomena as quantization, indeterminism, quantum interference can be connected at the 
basic foundations of the theory with a purely logic basis, and thus with cognition and by it also with 
an intrinsic principle of existence. The only peculiar nature is that in this elaboration, the statements 
are represented by projectors, that is to say, as algebraic counterpart, as idempotent elements that of 
course are isomorphic to Hermitean matrices.
Generally speaking,  let  K  be an observable  with a  set  of  possible  numerical  values  (quantum 
numbers, eigenvalues ),  {k1, k2, . . .}, and let the connected  physical system be in state ik . The 
logical statement ikΛ is 
ik
Λ : “The system is in state | ik  > ” , (2.95)
that means that 
"": ik kKi =Λ ,      (2.96)
It describes the real situation in this case and therefore it is true.
As it is well known, generalizing we arrive to write the most general relation of quantum mechanics 
ik
i
ikK Λ= ∑           (2.97)
Tr 1=Λ ik  ;  1=Λ∑i ki    (2.98)
In the (2.97) K  is an operator –observable, connected directly to observable features of matter. ikΛ
are instead logic statements, thus connected to cognition. The (2.97) clearly explains that such two 
basic features, matter from one hand and cognition from the other hand, are indissolubly connected 
from its starting in the theory. Matter cannot be conceived per se but in relation to the cognition that  
it  is  possible  to  have  about  it.  Logic  statements,  i.e.  cognitive  elements  ikΛ  are  quantum 
observables themselves, nonlocal by nature, variables themselves in the dynamics of our reality and 
commuting with the corresponding quantum observables.  The truths of logical  statements about 
numerical values of quantum observables are quantum observables themselves and are represented 
in  quantum mechanics  by density matrices  of  pure states.  In this  manner  a  new framework of 
quantum reality  arises  in  which  ab  initio  information,  cognition  and principle  of  existence  are 
structured in it. Matter does no go on by only in its dynamics but it is constantly coupled to an 
actual principle of existence and to cognition.
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